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Undergraduate education is an important part of higher education in China, and it 
is also an important power to reinforce the national comprehensive strength and 
international competitiveness of China. The quality of undergraduate education will 
affect China's construction and development of economic and cultural undertakings 
directly. Therefore, China has been committed to perfect talent cultivation mode of 
undergraduate education. As an institutional innovation of talent cultivation mode in 
higher education institutions, undergraduate tutorial system has been drawing more 
and more attention. For this reason, the study of undergraduate tutorial system in the 
undergraduate education is valuable both in theory and practice. 
Through collecting the statistics and analyzing the data obtained from surveys 
and interviews, the author explores some problems in the implementation of current 
undergraduate tutorial system. Based on the further analysis of the causes behind the 
problems, the countermeasures which can improve current undergraduate tutorial 
system have been proposed in this thesis. 
There are six chapters in the thesis: The first chapter is introduction. This chapter 
includes the reason for selecting this topic, the significance of the research and 
literature review. These parts provide the foundation of this research. The second 
chapter is a historical backtracks. In this chapter, China’s establishment process of 
undergraduate tutorial system is analyzed, and then its implement background and 
purpose are pointed out. Based on the above research, the characteristics of China’s 
undergraduate tutorial system are summarized. The third chapter is a case study. After 
the investigation towards the implementation of current undergraduate tutorial system 
in Xiamen University, a series of problems are found, such as low frequency of 
guidance, mono form of guidance, the establishment of the unilateral relationship 
between tutors and students. 
The fourth chapter is causes analysis. In this chapter, three main reasons leading 
to ineffectiveness of undergraduate tutorial system are found, corresponding to three 
different levels. They are imperfect regulations of tutorial system on school level, too 
busy tutors without enough time to guide students on tutors’ level, students without 
good awareness of the significance of this system on students’ level. And the most 
critical reason is that the university has not established a clear position for the tutorial 
system. The chapter V is about countermeasures and suggestions to improve 
undergraduate tutorial system, such as further clarifying the responsibilities of 















tutor’s work. Chapter VI expounds conclusions and prospects of the research. 
The main innovation of this study is the self-developed questionnaire which is 
based on the summing up of the implementation experience of undergraduate tutorial 
system. Besides this, the innovations also include the empirical study on the 
implementation of current undergraduate tutorial system in Xiamen University which 
revealed kinds of factors constraining the effects of the undergraduate tutorial system. 
Finally, the corresponding countermeasures and suggestions are proposed. 
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第一章  绪论 
第一节  问题的提出及本研究的价值 
一、问题的提出 

































































第二节  文献综述 
任何研究都离不开对已有研究成果的梳理和总结。在本科生导师制方面，已
有研究做了哪些相关工作？涉及到哪些内容？还存在什么不足之处？所以有必
































位论文有 10 篇，其中硕士学位论文 10 篇，博士学位论文 0篇。在中国期刊网中
输入“本科生导师制”为篇名、匹配精确进行查询，得到标题含有“本科生导师
制”的学术论文共计 426 篇，核心期刊共 52 篇。1996-2000 年仅为 4篇。 
二、对已有研究的内容分析 
（一）实施本科生导师制的必要性与意义 
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